The Quantum Haruspex has warped and torn our world. 199X. Magickal technologies have revolutionised every field. ScryComputers log you into the dataORB with a passchant. Illnessess are cured by Aura-Scrubbing Nanites. Most people are implanted with a Quantum Haruspex, running their blood through an Extispic filter and executing the required ritual programming to predict and inform choices.
But a future observed is a future changed. The eldritch ritual being performed by the cybernetic implant was actually warping reality, and splicing in alternate dimensions in order to create robust predictions. Strange anomalies began appearing. People realised they were remembering different pasts. Things changed, small details at first, the face on the 5 credit crystal, the number of steps up to an apartment. But things began to get out of hand; the future could be predicted, but major historical events were changed. 
Quantum Haruspicy is outlawed. The Military Adjustment force are cracking down of ritualtech. CyberOpium dens are raided. The poor are criminalised as leeches on the psychic networks, and big CEOs summon demons to dance for them. 	. 
	
To Play
	You need at least four players, some pencils and paper, and a Tarot Deck. I recommend a deck with evocative imagery and an illustrated minor arcana.

First, you’ll create the starting situation by reading the Tarot in the following spread.

6
5   1,2   4
3

This will form your first scene and inform the whole game. Interpret the cards as you wish. Don’t let any “traditional” interpretations weigh you down. Let the symbolism inform your choices. If you feel the need to look to a guide, do. Work with your other players and discuss ideas..
Cards 1 and 2 are the two main characters who are interacting in the first scene. Decide who they are, what they do, etc. For example, Death might be an assassin, or a “Tax Collector” and the Knight of Wands a powerful high ranking occult scientist.
Card 3 is Location. For example, the 6 of Swords, “Science”, might represent a secret lab. The 3 of cups, “Abundance”, suggests a lavish party, or rave.
Cards 4 and 5 are other characters. They’re not in the first scene, not directly, but they have connections to the other characters in the scene. They’ll turn up in other scenes. Each card might represent more than a single person. They could be whole groups. For example Adjustment might represent a government official or even a whole organisation. The 7 of Wands, “Valour”, could mean a vigilante, or rebel network.
	Card 6 is Threat. Something looming and in the distance. You don’t necessarily need to fully definite it just now, but answer some questions like, what is being threatened? What is threatening? How imminent is it?

Characters
	Once you have the situation, decide which character each player controls. You can pick from already established characters, or create a new character that fits in. Write down your character on a piece of paper, a few sentences about what they do, who they are, and their relationships with the other characters. 
	Draw a card from the deck. This is your character’s motivation. Something that drives them, that they work towards. As before, interpret as you wish.
	Draw a second card from the Tarot deck. This is their main obstacle in reaching that goal. It might be something they have to overcome within themselves, such as an injury or illness, or something external, like an enemy.
	When you’ve done that, shuffle all of the cards back into the deck, and place the Deck in front of The Haruspex.
Scenes
	So all of the game revolves around scenes, these chunks of continuous action, starring at least one character. Not necessarily a player controlled character, but a character. 
	There is no GM in this game, so anybody can pitch an idea for a scene. Scenes don’t need to happen in chronological order, or even a logical order. Time is not real anymore. Causality is broken. Don’t be afraid to contradict things established in previous scenes. It’ll all get tied up if it needs to be.
	
When playing out a scene, try to keep the following things in mind:
Sprinkle Evocative Details. Mention the blood-stone circles that summon the elevator to the top floor of the skyscraper. Bring up the neon purple lights that pulse through the city. Bring up the cybergolem’s that perform menial tasks in the background. Bring the world to life with details.
Zoom in and out. Don’t be afraid to zoom in, and explore what’s going through a character’s mind, their little ticks and tells that tell us how they’re feeling. But, by the same token, don’t be afraid to zoom out, and gloss over unimportant things. Sometimes you need to paint with a wide brush, and give us establishing shots. 
Foreshadow. Things happen offscreen. A dull explosion in the distance. A swarm of Adjustment Vehicles speed by. A character drops an unfamiliar name. You can seed more scenes this way.
Everybody can die. Nobody has plot armour. If they get hurt enough they can die.
Ask questions. If someone has an answer, great. If not, write down the question. Figure it out later in a different scene.
Everybody plays everybody. Everybody can play an NPC. They don’t belong to anybody, they might get passed around between scenes.

	Each scene should have a main conflict in it. It might be physical, it might be social, it might be emotional, it might be anything. It’s when someone acts, but the outcomes and consequences are yet to be determined. A conflict happens when anybody says anything like:
 	“Yeah, she’s not going to let you do that!”
	“It’s not going to be that easy!”
	“You’re going to need help from Sandra’s gang to get through there.” So, this is where the Haruspex comes in.

Conflict and the Haruspex
	So one player is the Haruspex. It might be the player who is in the conflict, it might not. They look at the conflict and draw a card.  They read off the main information, and hand it to another player to interpret. That player makes a prediction, based on the card.
	The Haruspex then passes the card to a different player, and they now have to predict a different outcome, based on the card. The Haruspex chooses which prediction comes true.
	The player who wasn’t chosen can now colour the chosen prediction.. Some minor details change. Colours swap. Something small, but weird. They now become the Haruspex, and the deck of cards is placed in front of them.

	The scene should wrap up not long after the Main conflict.

